THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF WAKEFIELD EXPECT...

As children and young people in Wakefield, we want all of the adults in our community to help us to be safe and protected. If we have a problem or need your help, we expect that, as adults, you will:

1. Do your **best** to help us be **safe**

2. When there are choices about what can be done, **consider our opinions** and **respect our wishes**

3. Always be ready to **listen** to us and speak with us

4. **Value** us and always involve us

5. Treat us with **care** and **respect**

6. **Be clear** about how things work and **what we should expect** to happen

7. Take what we say **seriously**

8. Involve the **right people**, **at the right time**, **when we need it**

9. Look after our information and **take care** how you use it

10. **Get to know us** and **understand** our lives

Want to know more about the charter? Call **01924 306497**